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Tea Guys tea is different. Our culinary-inspired tea creations are blended in small batches 
daily and made with the finest loose tea, freshly hand-milled spices, vanilla bean, dried 
fruits, nuts and artisan ingredients to create unique and colorful blends that stimulate the 
eyes, nose, and palate. As we say, this is not your grandmother’s cup of tea! 
 
In addition to loose teas, we also offer our own sheer tea pouches, convenient extra large 
tea pouches for making iced tea, and TEArubs to enhance meat and fish. 
 
At Tea Guys we take pride in our products and are constantly working to serve you 
better. If you have any questions, suggestions, or are looking for something in 
particular, let us know. 
 

 
 

From the Founders 
 
 

 

We met in the summer of 1996 and immediately connected over a 
cup of tea and dreamed of creating a business together. 

Oliver began blending and friends and family who tasted our tea, 
kept saying “this is great, where can we get it?” In 2002, we 
decided to turn our dream of blending unique, premium loose teas 
into a reality. Soon enough we were blending and packaging tea 
for distinguished establishments, gift shops, and restaurants 
throughout New England. After eight years, our teas are now 
enjoyed throughout the US, Canada, Mexico, Europe and Asia.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider our products for your tea 
program or retail space. Whether served hot or cold, or with 
steamed milk as a latte, we invite you to indulge your customers with 
each cup. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you!  
 
Emily & Oliver Rich 
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                         FLAVORED BLACK TEA Afternoon Apricot                     BLACK TEA New! Assam CTC
New! Berkshire Apple & Fig Classic Assam Blend
New! Blackcurrant Cassis Ceylon Osmanthus

Café Latte Classic Ceylon Orange Pekoe
Caramel Popcorn Ceylon, Organic
Chocolate Delight Darjeeling

New! Chocolate Strawberry Saffron English Breakfast
Cinnamon Orange Spice Irish Breakfast
Coconut Truffle Lapsang Souchong (smoked)

Earl Grey Cream Litchi Fruit (scented)

Earl Grey Morning Americano
French Vanilla Bean Yunnan Select
Ginger Darjeeling Peach

New! Honey Pistachio Biscotti
Key Lime Ceylon
Maple Sugar OOLONG TEA Oolong Peach

New! Raspberry Litchi Oolong Formosa
New! Toffee Chocolate Hazelnut Oolong Wu Yi

Vanilla Chai Spice

DECAF BLACK & GREEN TEA Decaf Darjeeling AGED TEA New! Caramel Chai Pu-erh
Decaf Earl Grey Cream Pu-erh

New! Decaf Ceylon New! Pu-erh Orange Zest
Decaf Ceylon Breakfast
Decaf Sencha
Decaf Tropical Green

FLAVORED GREEN TEA New! Cucumber Mojito GREEN TEA Dragon's Well
New! Ginger Citron Mint Flowering Litchi Blossoms (display tea)

Golden Grapefruit Genmaicha
Green Caramel Gunpowder
Green Walnut Hojicha, Double Roasted
Gunpowder Mint Jasmine Green Tea (scented)

New! Honey Lemongrass Jasmine Pearls (scented)

New! Kaffir Lime Matcha Green Tea Powder
New! Lemondrop Sencha Sencha, Organic 
New! Lemongrass Ginger

Mango Rose
Schizandra Ginger Blackcurrant
Tropical Green 

New! Watermelon Lime
Wild Blueberry

FLAVORED WHITE TEA Papaya Ginger WHITE TEA White Peony
New! Strawberry Ginger Peppercorn New! White Silver Pearls

Strawberry Sassafras

FRUIT TISANES Cranberry Harvest ROOIBOS Carrot Cake Rooibos
New! Fruity Sangria Chocolate Chai Rooibos

Ruby Tang Chocolate Mint Rooibos
Pomegranate Pear Citrus Burst Rooibos (with Vitamin C)

Strawberry Kiwi Gingersnap Rooibos
Very Berry Rooibos Chai

Rooibos, Organic
HERBAL TISANES Chamomile Citrus New! Root Beer Rooibos

Chamomile Vanilla Bean New! Spiced Mexican Chocolate Rooibos
Cool Mint Sweet Pumpkin Spice
Peace-of-Mind New! Toasted Caramel Rooibos
Pick-Me-Up
Chamomile YERBA MATE Green Yerba Mate
Honeybush, Organic Papaya Mango Mate
Lemongrass New! Pistachio Lime Mate
Peppermint New! Roasted Cocoa Mate
Spearmint Roasted Yerba Mate

Spiced Yerba Mate
THERAPEUTIC Detox

Energize Organic Ceylon
Hydrate Organic Sencha
Relax Organic Honeybush

Organic Rooibos

USDA CERTIFIED 
ORGANIC TEAS 
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Iced Tea Latte
Afternoon Apricot O We blended fine Ceylon tea with Darjeeling and organic osmanthus flowers to create an 

aromatic, sweet and delicate cup with a wonderful fruity aroma. Excellent hot or cold and good 
enough to stand alone or enjoy with milk. 

√ √

Berkshire Apple and Fig New England heirloom apples create the base for this delicious combination of tart apples and 
sweet, jammy figs. Hints of warming clove and star anise draw out the natural sweetness in this 
black tea blend. Wonderful iced or as a mildly spicy hot beverage. Try warm with a shot of 
Kentucky Bourbon to warm the soul on a cold winter night

√

Alternative Serving 
Methods

FLAVORED BLACK TEA

Kentucky Bourbon to warm the soul on a cold winter night.

Blackcurrant Cassis A fruity Keemun, China black tea, with hints of dried plum is folded with sweet blackcurrants to 
create a pleasing blend that is reminiscent of the sweet, blackcurrant flavored liqueur crème de 
cassis. Serve hot or double the amount of tea and shake with ice for a summer refreshment. √

Café Latte O The combination of dark roasted, organic coffee beans, from our local coffee roaster, Dean’s 
Beans, and select black teas produces a strong and energizing cup that is blended for milk. A 
blend that offers enough caffeine to please coffee drinkers, and smooth enough for tea lovers.

√

Allergen Note: Contains barley

Caramel Popcorn O This fine black tea is paired with the perfect salty-sweet duo of caramel and sea-salted popcorn, 
to make a tea blend that is reminiscent of summer days on the boardwalk. Serve on its own or √
with milk as a latte.

√

Allergen Note: Contains dairy and barley

Chocolate Delight Warm, earthy and decadent, this densely aromatic and flavorful black tea combined with cocoa 
beans, vanilla, barley and yogurt bits produces a hearty and balanced cup that feels like an 
indulgence. Best enjoyed with milk to enhance the notes of both the tea and cocoa.

√

Allergen Note: Contains dairy and barley

Chocolate Strawberry 
Saffron

Dark chocolate and luscious fresh strawberries paired with a rich and smooth Indian tea and 
aromatic saffron to create a satisfying beverage that can be enjoyed anytime or to complement 
any after dinner treat.

√

Cinnamon Orange Spice O A winning combination of cinnamon, ginger and cloves spice up this black tea blend. Enhanced Cinnamon Orange Spice g , g g p p
with a touch of citrus to create a warming cup. Good with or without milk. √

Coconut Truffle O Rich black tea is joined by cocoa beans, toasted coconut and organic honeybush for a decadent 
treat. Try with steamed milk and sweetener for a deliciously warming cup. √

Earl Grey Cream O An unexpected twist on a traditional favorite. Fragrant oil of bergamot is paired with a hint of 
vanilla for a flavor that is delicately enhanced, and a finish that is intriguingly smooth. √ √

Earl Grey O A traditional favorite for centuries - fragrant oil of bergamot paired with fine Ceylon black tea for 
a pleasing cup. Try alone or with milk. √ √

French Vanilla Bean O This hand-crafted black tea blend of Ceylon teas is combined with hand-cut Madagascar vanilla 
bean and almonds to create a smooth and satisfying tea that is perfect with a splash of milk. Try 
hot or cold with a spoonful of honey.

√ √

Allergen Note: Contains nuts

Ginger Darjeeling Peach O A fruity and aromatic blend of brisk Ceylon and Darjeeling black tea paired with freshly hand-
ground ginger, sweet dried peaches and a touch of cinnamon and clove to provide additional 
sweetness and body. Wonderful hot, makes a delicious iced tea.

√

Honey Pistachio Biscotti We start with our own chopped authentic Italian biscotti and blend these with hand-roasted 
pistachios, honey flakes, and a rich blend of Indian and Ceylon teas to create an enticing blend 
that is equally enjoyable with or without milk.

√

Allergen Note: Contains nuts and wheat.

Key Lime Ceylon Transport yourself to warm, summer days with the next best thing to a slice of key lime pie – 
this is a pleasing and healthful black tea blend of lime leaves, lime juice, lime pieces, and sweet 
candied pineapple. Delicious hot or cold.

√

Maple Sugar O Discover this rich black tea blend flavored with authentic maple syrup from local New England 
maple syrup producers. Each cup brings you closer to the landscape of New England and helps 
supports our local and family run farms. Just enough sweetness to hit the spot and best with 
milk. Enjoy it day or night.

√

Raspberry Litchi Ripe red raspberries combined with sweet, grape-like litchi berries and blended with fruity 
Keemun to produce a classic refreshing tea that is brisk, mildly tart and fully satisfying. Enjoy 
warm or prepare with double the amount of tea and serve over ice with sliced limes for full √warm or prepare with double the amount of tea and serve over ice with sliced limes for full 
refreshment.

√

Toffee Chocolate Hazelnut We mix our own buttery toffee pieces with roasted hand-milled hazelnuts and flakes of dark 
chocolate into a smoky and full-bodied Yunnan black tea to create a thick and satisfying 
beverage. 

√

Allergen Note: Contains nuts

Vanilla Chai Spice Rich and warming black tea is mixed with freshly hand-ground whole spices - cinnamon, cloves, 
cardamom, and ginger. Brew strong, adding plenty of milk and sugar for a deliciously warming 
cup to perk up your afternoon. Blended for milk.

√ √

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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Iced Tea Latte
Assam CTC Widely consumed throughout India, Assam CTC (crush, tear, curl processing method) produces 

the strongest and richest cup. A perfect choice for those seeking a full-bodied morning beverage 
that is complemented by a healthy amount of milk.   

√

Classic Assam This flavorful and well-balanced Assam brews up a copper-red cup with rich aroma and strong 
malty taste. This medium bodied tea stands well with milk. √

BLACK TEA
Alternative Serving 

Methods

Ceylon Osmanthus O A delicate blend of fine Ceylon and Darjeeling teas is paired with organic osmanthus to create an 
aromatic and sweet cup that is both flowery and uplifting - the perfect complement to an 
afternoon pastry. Bold enough to stand alone, pleasing with a twist of lemon, or may be enjoyed 
with milk and sugar.

√ √

Classic Ceylon OP Honey-chocolate notes make this extremely aromatic tea a wonderful afternoon treat. Perfect for 
those who enjoy a robust, flavorful cup and want to experience tea at its best! √

Ceylon, Organic An organic version of Ceylon OP. This aromatic tea with honey-chocolate notes makes a 
delightful afternoon treat. Perfect for those who enjoy a robust, flavorful cup and want to 
experience tea at its best!

√

Darjeeling Treasured by tea lovers around the world, Darjeeling is a lively, aromatic and flavorful cup - one j g
of the finest black teas. Perfect for an afternoon treat.   √

English Breakfast O The traditional favorite of generations of tea lovers. This rich and flavorful blend of the finest 
quality black teas is the perfect accompaniment to your morning meal. Wonderful alone, or with 
a spot of milk to start your day. 

√ √

Irish Breakfast O For those who like a bold and full-bodied cup to start the morning, Irish Breakfast is an excellent 
choice. This well-rounded black blend is best with milk and is fine company to a good, hearty 
morning meal.

√ √

Lapsang Souchong This tea comes from the Fujian province in China. It is known for its distinctive smoky flavor and 
heady aroma, which comes from carefully drying the leaves over pinewood fires.

Litchi Fruit This tea is naturally scented with the juices of the exotic, sweet tasting litchi fruit (native to 
China). With a heady fragrance and a smooth taste Litchi is sure to delight. √

Morning Americano O Crafted to produce a rich and malty cup, this stimulating tea is just the thing to help you greet 
the day. Our blend combines the distinctive notes of select Indian, African and China black teas 
that is blended for milk.

√

Yunnan Select Our Yunnan is an exceptionally smooth and bold tea with large, dark leaves and an abundance of 
rich flavor without the characteristic astringency of traditional black teas. An excellent breakfast 
tea with milk or try as an afternoon pick-me-up.

√

Decaf Darjeeling Treasured by tea lovers around the world, Darjeeling is a lively, aromatic and flavorful cup, one 
of the finest of black teas. This decaffeinated version is perfect for a relaxing afternoon treat.   √

Decaf Earl Grey Cream A decaffeinated version of our popular Earl Grey Cream. An unexpected twist on a traditional 
favorite. Fragrant oil of bergamot is paired with a hint of vanilla for a flavor that is delicately 
enhanced, and a finish that is intriguingly smooth.

√ √

Decaf Ceylon Our naturally decaffeinated (CO2) Ceylon produces an aromatic and flavorful cup. A classic cup 
of tea without the caffeine. Good iced or with milk. √ √

DECAF BLACK & GREEN TEA

Decaf Ceylon Breakfast A decaffeinated version of our classic English Breakfast blend -the traditional favorite of 
generations of tea lovers. This rich and flavorful blend of decaffeinated black teas is the perfect 
accompaniment to your morning meal. Wonderful alone, or with a spot of milk to start your day. 

√ √

Decaf Sencha Our Decaf Sencha is a superior and uncomplicated delight, with the same fresh, bright flavor and 
aroma you expect from a fine Sencha, decaffeinated for your enjoyment right up until bedtime. √

Decaf Tropical Green A decaffeinated version of our ever popular Tropical Green. Lush and fresh decaffeinated green 
tea is combined with pineapple and papaya to create a transcendent experience, one that evokes 
images of tropical landscapes and warm temperatures.

√

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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Iced Tea Latte
Caramel Chai Pu-erh Full-bodied, earthy pu-erh offers the perfect base for freshly hand-ground ginger root, cloves, 

and peppercorn sweetened with a touch of our own hand-crafted buttery caramel. Smooth 
enough to drink straight or steeped in milk for an authentic chai experience.

√

Allergen Note: Contains dairy

Pu-erh Pu-erh is an aged black tea that, like wine, improves with age. Our pu-erh has been carefully 
aged to develop a complex but smooth and mellow flavor. Besides its unique earthy flavor, pur-

AGED BLACK TEA
Alternative Serving 

Methods

erh has many medicinal qualities which include aiding in digestion and weight control and 
lowering cholesterol.

Pu-erh Orange Zest A blend of earthy pu-erh, sweet Valencia orange zest and 100% natural orange oil creates a 
balanced and aromatic cup. Widely used to aid in digestion this pu-erh blend is the perfect after 
dinner beverage. 

Cucumber Mojito O The classic Cuban cocktail is reinvented as a refreshing tea blend paired with cooling cucumber 
and herbaceous green tea. Enjoy Ernest Hemingway’s favorite drink with a twist – try over ice 
with fresh mint sprigs

√

FLAVORED GREEN TEA

with fresh mint sprigs.

 Ginger Citron Mint O Invigorate your senses with this refreshing combination of natural lemon, peppermint and 
organic green tea. Enjoy this delightful beverage hot or iced with fresh lemon or lime.    √

Golden Grapefruit O This beautiful blend of green and black tea is infused with delicate hints of grapefruit. A true 
delight for the eyes as well as the palate. Try iced. √

Green Caramel O Japanese and Chinese green teas are blended with organic rooibos, roasted cocoa beans,  hand-
crafted chewy caramel and toasted sweet brown rice to produce a creamy, buttery cup. A 
relaxing treat with milk and sugar and naturally low in caffeine.

√

Allergen Note: Contains dairyg y

Green Walnut O Organic Japanese green tea is blended with roasted walnuts and toasted coconut, to create a 
nutty, sweet and warming cup – a sure crowd pleaser that’s also perfect for a cozy afternoon at 
home. Naturally low in caffeine.

√ √

Allergen Note: Contains nuts

Gunpowder Mint Widely consumed throughout the world, Gunpowder tea is rolled into tiny pellets that unfurl into 
long green banners of satisfaction. This smoky tea, rich in antioxidants, with very little caffeine, 
and just the right amount of mint, makes it a perfect choice to greet the evening.

√

Honey Lemongrass O Real honey, ginger, and lemon offer the perfect combination of sweet, spicy, and sour for a 
herbaceous green tea base. A true feel-good blend that is rich in minerals and vitamins, and 
high in protein and phytonutrients with the addition of bee pollen considered by many to be a √
‘superfood’. Enjoy by itself or with a lemon twist.

Kaffir Lime O As refreshing on a hot summer day as a gin and tonic, with clean notes of juniper and freshly 
squeezed lime juice. Complemented perfectly by a backdrop of herbaceous, semi-brisk Japanese 
organic sencha with subtle notes of raisins, sugar and honeysuckle.

√

Lemondrop Sencha O Organic steamed green tea is paired with organic lemon myrtle and lemongrass for a refreshing, 
lemony brew. Delightful hot or chill for a refreshing treat. √

Lemongrass Ginger O The crisp refreshing notes of lemongrass paired with 100% natural lemon oil and organic green 
tea creates a tantalizing beverage equally enjoyable over ice or hot. Try paired with fresh slices 
of lemon and lime, a spritz of seltzer, and shaken with ice for a cooling treat.

√

Mango Rose O An exotic blend of green  white  and oolong tea with lush mango and fragrant yellow rosebuds Mango Rose O An exotic blend of green, white, and oolong tea with lush mango and fragrant yellow rosebuds 
creates a fruity and healthful bouquet. A perfect afternoon treat to share with friends. Naturally 
low in caffeine. Try warm or over ice.

√

Schizandra Ginger 
Blackcurrant

O This green and white tea blend combines sweet blackcurrants, pungent hand-ground ginger 
slices, and tart hibiscus, with Chinese superfruit schizandra - offering a subtle clovey, peppery 
finish. Enjoy warm or cold.

√

Tropical Green O Lush and fresh green tea is combined with pineapple and papaya to create a transcendent 
experience, one that evokes images of tropical landscapes and warm temperatures. Enjoy this as 
a respite from your busy life. Naturally low in caffeine.

√

Watermelon Lime Basil Sweet-as-candy watermelon is paired with the subtle peppery-sweet flavor of basil, and the 
spice of cracked tellicherry peppercorns, all folded into a base of smoky green tea. The result is 
a sophisticated and refreshing cup that will surprise and delight you

√
a sophisticated and refreshing cup that will surprise and delight you.

Wild Blueberry O Who can resist the sweet smell and taste of fresh blueberries? Enjoy them as you sip this 
healthful blend of organic green tea and blueberries with a touch of fruity, tart hibiscus. 
Naturally rich in antioxidants and low in caffeine.

√

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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Iced Tea Latte
Dragon's Well Also known as Lung-Ching, one of the most famous China green teas. Hand processing and pan-

frying creates the signature flat shape. Its exquisite chestnutty flavor and delicate aroma are 
perfect any time of the day as a picker-upper and makes a great iced tea.

√

Flowering Litchi Blossoms This eye-catching litchi-scented green tea takes center stage in your cup! When steeped, hand-
tied leaves gradually unfurl into a delicate chrysanthemum shape to reveal a red clover blossom 
at its center. Can be steeped up to three times.

√

GREEN TEA
Alternative Serving 

Methods

Genmaicha Genmaicha, Japanese for “brown rice tea” is a traditional blend of green tea and roasted rice. 
Mild in flavor, fragrant with a hearty “toasty” aroma, and less caffeine than most green teas, 
Genmaicha is a warm and satisfying cup any time of day.  

Gunpowder Hand-rolled into tiny pellets, this green tea gracefully unfurls to produce a full-bodied cup with a 
hint of smokiness. This tea is rich in antioxidants, with very little caffeine. √

Hojicha, Double Roasted Made from Japanese Bancha, the roasting process gives this green tea a nutty and smoky 
character. Contains less caffeine than other green teas and is a wonderful after dinner tea.

Jasmine Green Tea This fine green tea is scented with fine jasmine petals to create a delicate and floral cup. Low in 
caffeine, this is the perfect tea after a meal or in the evening. √√

Jasmine Pearls Jasmine tea is a wonderful way to bring a little summertime to any time of year. This type is a 
limited production of the highest grade. Long leaf tips are infused with freshly cut jasmine 
blossoms, and then rolled into small pearls. The 'pearls' slowly unfurl as they steep.

√

Matcha GreenTea Powder Matcha, a fine green tea powder, is hand-made from the youngest leaves and traditionally used 
in the Japanese tea ceremony. The sweet, grassy taste makes a delightful cup and is used in 
cooking and baking and is the signature ingredient in green tea ice cream. Matcha is said to be 
even healthier than other green teas as it is the only tea in which the whole leaf is consumed. 
Rich in vitamins (A, B-complex, C, E, and K) and antioxidants, it is also a natural source of 
dietary fiber. 

√

Sencha, Organic Fresh and bright, this classic green tea is a treat to be enjoyed throughout the day and perfect , g
to serve guests. Low in caffeine. √

Oolong Peach O Oolong tea from Taiwan is blended with organic green and black teas, and flower blossoms to 
produce a blend that is appealing to the eye and palate. Makes delicious iced tea. √

Oolong Formosa This semi-fermented tea from Taiwan, gets its name from the Portuguese explorers who called 
the island Formosa, meaning 'beautiful'. The copper-red leaves with tips of silver brew into a 
beautiful bright golden brisk cup with peach undertones  Delicious hot or cold

√

OOLONG TEA

beautiful bright golden brisk cup with peach undertones. Delicious hot or cold.

Wu Yi Oolong This tea from China’s Fujian province is known for its light, sweet cup with a fragrant orchid 
finish. When steeped, mature semi-fermented leaves expand to a full, lively cup with a little bit 
more body than a green tea but less body than a black tea. Rich in antioxidants, Wu Yi has been 
shown to promote healthy teeth, skin and bones, to lower cholesterol and to aid in digestion and 
weight loss.

√

Papaya Ginger O This tropical blend of white and green tea, pineapple, papaya and pomegranate evokes 
memories of tropical surf, sun and breezes. Each cupful is a healthy taste of sunshine. Enjoy 

  i d f   f hi  
√

FLAVORED WHITE TEA

warm or iced for a refreshing treat.

Strawberry Ginger 
Peppercorn

O A sweet, fruity, and subtly warming blend of white and green tea, freshly hand-milled ginger, 
sweet strawberries and just a hint of pink peppercorns to create a perfect combination of sweet 
and spicy.

√

Strawberry Sassafras O Enlighten your taste buds with this nontraditional tea.  Reminisce about the good old days while 
enjoying our unique blend of root beer, sassafras root and sweet strawberry.  Enjoy warm or 
iced.

√

WHITE TEA

White Peony This refined white tea from China's Fujian province is hand-picked and sun dried. A treat for 
quiet moments, this tea is delicate, lively and fresh. White tea can be re-steeped up to three 
times.

√

White Silver Pearls Tender buds and leaves are expertly hand-rolled into downy white tea pearls. When steeped, 
they gently unfurl creating a delicate, sweet and fragrant brew. Very high in antioxidants and 
low in caffeine.

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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Iced Tea Latte
Cranberry Harvest Harvested after the first frost, the cranberry has long been a symbol of the coming of winter in 

New England. Enjoy the festive ruby color and bright flavor of this tea as a reward for 
weathering the cold! Try iced and added to your favorite lemonade for a cooling treat.

√

Fruity Sangria This fruit-filled tea blend takes its inspiration from the traditional red-wine Spanish Sangria - a 
delicious, fruit-based wine "punch". Tart hibiscus is paired with elderberries, citrus, and 
lemongrass to recreate a cooling summer treat.

√

FRUIT TISANES
Alternative Serving 

Methods

Ruby Tang Tart hints of blood oranges softened by the suggestive sweetness of pear, creating a fruit tisane 
that is full bodied and refreshing. Naturally caffeine free. √

Pomegranate Pear Sweet pear calms and soothes while tart and tasty pomegranate adds color and zest to this 
vibrant blend! Simply delightful and wonderful iced. Naturally caffeine free. √

Strawberry Kiwi Deliciously sweet strawberries are blended with kiwi to create a fruit tisane that is both flavorful 
and refreshing. Delicious iced and added to your favorite lemonade for a cooling treat. Naturally 
caffeine free.

√

Very Berry A fruit-lover's infusion. This mélange of hibiscus and berries offers an aromatic and vibrant cup, 
with a lovely, deep ruby glow. The definition of refreshing! Naturally caffeine free. √

Chamomile Citrus O We started with the finest chamomile, and added just the right of amount of citrus to create a 
deep yellow infusion that is calming and balanced. Naturally caffeine free. √

Chamomile Vanilla Bean O Our fine chamomile is joined by fragrant lemongrass and vanilla to create a soothing and 
balanced blend. Makes an excellent bedtime tea! Naturally caffeine free.

Cool Mint O The refreshing, clean character of peppermint and spearmint is brightened with notes of lemon 
to produce a light, floral, minty tea with a delightful rosy hue. Naturally caffeine free. √

P f Mi d O A relaxing herbal mélange of organic chamomile  citrus  rosehips  lemongrass  mint  and 

HERBAL TISANES

Peace-of-Mind O A relaxing herbal mélange of organic chamomile, citrus, rosehips, lemongrass, mint, and 
hibiscus. Sure to put you at peace wherever you may be. Naturally caffeine free. √

Pick-Me-Up A vibrant and revitalizing blend of lemongrass, blackberry leaves, rosehips, hibiscus, and 
peppermint leaves a sweet kick with a cool finish! Naturally caffeine free. √

Chamomile Calming nerves since ancient times, chamomile remains known as a fine herbal remedy for 
anxiety and stress. Excellent at bedtime, chamomile is naturally caffeine free. √

Honeybush, Organic This South African native's sweet-smelling flowers earn it the name honeybush. Similar to 
rooibos, caffeine-free honeybush is the perfect bedtime beverage choice. √

Lemongrass Lemongrass will delight your senses and lift your spirits with its bright, zesty flavor and aroma. 
Familiar to Asian cuisine lovers  and now enjoyed as a delicious herbal tea     √Familiar to Asian cuisine lovers, and now enjoyed as a delicious herbal tea.    √

Peppermint Peppermint's stimulating aroma and soothing minty taste have made it an herbal favorite for 
centuries. Enjoy peppermint brewed hot or cold for a simply terrific caffeine-free pick-me-up. √

Spearmint With its sweet and light minty flavor, spearmint makes a perfect energizing brew hot or cold.  
Add it to your favorite lemonade or iced tea and make the best of any hot, summer day! √

Carrot Cake Rooibos O Enjoy hints of this perennial favorite as you sip a healthful blend of organic rooibos, real carrot 
bits, cinnamon, and walnuts. This herbal blend is high in beneficial antioxidants and naturally 

√ √

ROOIBOS

bits, cinnamon, and walnuts. This herbal blend is high in beneficial antioxidants and naturally 
caffeine free. Try hot or cold. √ √

Allergen Note: Contains nuts

Chocolate Chai Rooibos O A decadent treat of antioxidant-rich rooibos, real chocolate and balancing spices. Smooth and 
delicious, this naturally caffeine free blend is great on its own or try with steamed milk as a 
latte.

√

Allergen Note: Contains barley

Chocolate Mint Rooibos O This infusion based in rooibos has the mellow notes of vanilla, the rich flavor of real chocolate 
chunks and the defining essence of mint. Rooibos is rich in antioxidants and helps with insomnia- 
so enjoy at bedtime or anytime. Try as a latte or iced with a splash of cream.

√ √

Allergen Note: Contains dairy

Citrus Burst Rooibos O Our great tasting organic rooibos is infused with citrus and natural Vitamin C to boost your 
health and brighten your day. Try hot or cold. Naturally caffeine free. √

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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Iced Tea Latte
Gingersnap Rooibos O Nothing welcomes the holidays like old fashioned gingersnap cookies. This mouth-watering 

herbal blend is sure to delight. Naturally caffeine free. √

Rooibos Chai O Based in organic rooibos, this blend with an invigorating aroma and luxurious spices makes a full-
flavored treat! Best with steamed milk. Naturally caffeine free. √ √

Rooibos, Organic Also known as red bush or red tea, South African rooibos is a delightful caffeine free alternative 

Alternative Serving 
MethodsROOIBOS

Rooibos, Organic g
for tea drinkers. An excellent cup at bedtime, calming rooibos is known to help insomnia and 
headaches.  

√

Root Beer Rooibos O As nostalgic as an A&W root beer, this blend of organic South African rooibos, sassafras root, 
cinnamon, and vanilla is inspired by the classic soda fountain beverage. Delicious by itself or 
prepared with the double the tea and served over ice with a scoop of vanilla ice cream.

√

Spiced Mexican Chocolate 
Rooibos

O A popular flavor combination in Mexico that is perfectly paired with our organic South African 
rooibos. We add Mexican Pasilla chiles that have a sweet and fruity flavor with a mild spicy 
finish, organic Ecuadorian dark roasted cocoa beans, and a touch of cinnamon to round out this 
distinctly satisfying tea. Enjoy straight or with a splash of cream.

√

Sweet Pumpkin Spice O This autumnal blend of genuine pumpkin pieces, sweet potato, freshly hand-milled fall spices, 
toasted sweet brown rice and organic South African rooibos provides a wonderfully warming √g p y g
seasonal dessert tea that is perfect by itself or with a splash of cream or milk.

√

Allergen Notice: Contains nuts and dairy

Toasted Caramel Rooibos O A delicious and decadent treat of organic South African rooibos paired with our own hand-cut 
chewy caramel, toasted sweet brown rice, and the delicate floral notes of Fleur de Sel to draw 
out the rich, smoky tones in the rooibos and caramels. A perfect balance of sweet and salty. To 
be enjoyed neat or with a splash of cream and sugar.

√

Allergen Note: Contains dairy

YERBA MATE

 Green Yerba Mate The traditional energizing beverage of South America in its simplest form. Known for its many 
health benefits, and high caffeine content, try Yerba Mate as an alternative for your afternoon 
pick-me-up.

√

Papaya Mango Mate O South American yerba mate makes the perfect base for this wonderfully tropical blend with 
sweet chopped papaya, apples, and refreshing lemongrass. The addition of green tea and 
rooibos helps to smooth the blend and create a healthful, antioxidant rich tea that is a wonderful 
way to re-balance anytime.

√

Pistachio Lime Mate O Delicious hand-roasted pistachios paired with lime juice and a hint of heat from mild and fruity 
pasilla chiles create a distinctively unique refreshment that pairs beautifully with the herbaceous 
flavor of Argentinean yerba mate. Try hot or iced for a unique refreshment that is best shared 
with friends

√
with friends.

Roasted Cocoa Mate Rich Argentinean roasted yerba mate is combined with malted barley, organic Ecuadorian 
roasted cocoa beans, toasted rice and dark chocolate flakes to create a thoroughly satisfying 
beverage that is equally enjoyable with milk or as a latte. Perfect for those looking for a 
healthier alternative to coffee without sacrificing full, rich flavor.

√

Allergen Note: Contains barley

Roasted Yerba Mate Roasting gives this Yerba Mate a toasty-nutty, full bodied flavor to energize your day without the 
unpleasant side effects coffee can bring. This legendary South American beverage has been 
known and enjoyed for centuries for its many health benefits and is sure to become a modern 
favorite.

Spiced Yerba Mate A spicy take on a traditional Argentinean brew. This fusion of yerba mate, and freshly ground 
h l d k d d l dwhole green cardamom, cinnamon sticks, and ginger root creates a delicious and warming cup. 

Great iced or with sweetener and a touch of soy milk. 
√ √

Detox O This antioxidant rich blend of organic rooibos and honeybush is combined with juniper berries, 
marigold and birch leaves to promote a healthy immune system and cleanse away the effects 
harmful toxins. Enjoy warm or cold.

√

Energize O This healthful blend of organic rooibos and honeybush combined with stimulating guarana and 
freshly cut spices is a great way to recharge and boost your energy. Enjoy warm or cold. √

THERAPEUTIC

Hydrate O This uniquely formulated antioxidant-rich green and white tea blend features C’Watre sea 
minerals (www.cwatre.com) that fortify the skin and help sustain health and hydration. Delicate 
and delicious. Try warm or cold. 

√

Relax O Relax the mind and body with this blend of soothing botanicals. Chamomile, St. John’s Wort and 
gingko help to relieve the stress and tension of daily life and lift your spirits. √

Key: O = Contains Organic Ingredients;    = USDA Certified Organic
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